WHO WE ARE

Lefkippos Tech Park is a unique innovation ecosystem, within the largest multidisciplinary research centre in Greece, consisting of NCSR Demokritos’ Spin offs, highly innovative Greek SMEs and disruptive startups with exceptional ideas and novel technologies. The ecosystem is completed with the presence of world-leading international companies with well-established brand equity, creating a unique mix of business innovation and technology disruption.

All operations are hosted within NCSR Demokritos’ premises, exploiting state-of-the-art technological facilities and R&D equipment, leading to an innovative, business friendly environment with services and networking supported by high class scientists.

The Park operates in two buildings covering a total area of 2,000 m² and is a member of the International Association of Science Parks and Areas of Innovation (IASP).

WHAT WE OFFER

Lefkippos offers an exciting and dynamic environment that facilitates the growth of innovation-driven entrepreneurship.

Our resident companies benefit from:

- access to “NCSR Demokritos” world class premises
- a range of extra networking services to assist their business smooth operation and growth
- all-in-one flexible rental agreements
WHY LEFKIPPOS
The Park is located 10 km from the city center of Athens, and only a 15-minute high-way drive from the Athens International Airport “Eleftherios Venizelos”.

Moreover, we provide to companies:
- On site offices or virtual offices
- Access to world class open labs
- Business support and networking
- Use of Congress center
- General services

The companies established at Lefkippos Tech Park benefit from the services of the Innovation Office that supports them in technology transfer, fundraising, business plan development and networking.

THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES ARE CURRENTLY ACTIVE IN THE PARK:

- AISTHISIS TECHNOLOGIES - AKRONIC
- AMEN TECHNOLOGIES - ARTEMIS ENGINEERING - BIOEMISSION
- CENTAUR - CFN TECHNIQUES - CIRCUITS INTEGRATED - CYRUS - ECOCRETA
- EVENTORA - EY GLOBAL - FASMATEC - FIN - GIVE ENGINEERING - HELBIO - I-SIEVE - IMATIK
- INFITHEON - IMD LABORATORIES - LEO SPACE R&D - LINKED BUSINESS - MICRO2GEN - NANOMETRISIS
- NANOPLASMAS - NEEST - NOVAGRICA - OPTAGON - PHOSPRINT - PLEIONE - PLINIOS - PROTATONCE
- PUREBILLS - RICREATION - SCIENOMICS - SCIFY - SCIO - SYNDESIS - TESLA GR - UP2METRIC

Contact
P.O. BOX 60037
15310 AGIA PARASKEVI
TEL. 0030 210 650 3604
info@lefkippos.demokritos.gr
www.demokritos.gr

CONGRESS CENTER
The Congress Center located within NCSR Demokritos’ campus comprises of 420 person main auditorium, 12 lecture-halls, several meeting rooms and lounges, all of which are equipped with high-tech audio-visual capabilities and expert technical support during planned events. The Congress Center is available to Academic Institutions, to Public Organizations and to the private sector as well as to Scientific, Educational and Cultural Associations and Societies in order to host Scientific Conferences, Workshops, and Social Events.